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The distinction between formal and substantive equality is theorized then illustrated
by sexual harassment law in the United States and in international legal developments. The convergence of sexual harassment concepts with prostitution, hence of
sex discrimination law with the Nordic/Equality Model, is explained and explored.

E

quality is a concept frequently vaunted and purportedly applied but infrequently genuinely interrogated. Its usual approach, what is considered its
common sense meaning, is the formal equality notion used in most U.S.
law and in most other jurisdictions. This conception is uncritically predicated on
Aristotle’s formulation that equality means treating likes alike, unlikes unalike.1
My observation and contention is that this approach cannot produce social
equality under conditions of real social inequality.2 Actually, it was never meant
to produce equality under unequal conditions, but rather to eliminate destabilizing conflict among polis members who were already structurally a presumptively
equal elite: prominent adult Greek male citizens. The failure of this model to produce equality among social unequals is therefore not, theoretically speaking, Aristotle’s fault. Which is more than can be said for the theorists, societies, and legal
systems that have failed to question it, while elaborating it, extending it, and applying it to real social inequalities for the past some two thousand years.
Women’s inequality to men, half of humanity’s inequality to the other half,
with each group containing much variation and every inequality, provides a key
illustration of the model’s failure and of the impossibility of its success.3 Women,
rendered “different” from men socially, because or to the degree we are not “the
same” as men, axiomatically may not qualify for treating “likes alike”: conventionally, first-class equality. That would require masculine privileges few women
have or have had. As men’s “unlikes,” women can be treated “unalike,” and this
equality is satisfied. This can include better treatment, for instance through affirmative action or special labor protections or maternity benefits. Such instances are rare, dubious, paltry, sometimes downright injurious, and often allow men
successfully to claim sex discrimination, since all men have to do to be sufficiently
“the same” as women who qualify for such considerations is to become comparable for this purpose, specifically, to drop to women’s social status, which, seldom
having been biological, is not that difficult.4
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More commonly, even systemically, so-called unlikes being treated unalike
can mean women being treated worse than men. This is pervasive. It includes being paid less for doing work that is either different from or almost, but not exactly,
the same as the work men do: that is, most work women are required or permitted to do, so-called women’s work in sex-stratified and segregated labor markets.5
Or, women can be paid less than men for doing work that generates the same
amount of value as work mainly men perform, but because it is seen as different
work, corresponding to women’s so-called differences from men, it is not seen as
equally valuable.6 Treating unlikes unalike–again, considered equality in this approach–also includes not considering many things unequal that are almost entirely gender-defined. For instance, women are apparently considered so different from men sexually that sexual violation has not conventionally been considered an act of inequality at all, although the fact that 99 percent of documented
sexual assaults against women are committed by men,7 with 90 percent of sexual assaults total being committed against women, could be seen as documenting a
major inequality based on sex.8 Because this apparently is tacitly regarded as a sex
difference, it is not generally legally seen as an inequality, for example, rape law
not being subjected to constitutional sex equality standards except when facial
sex discrimination occurs, most often against men.9 So women can be impoverished, stigmatized, violated with impunity, and otherwise disadvantaged and still
be considered treated equally under the “unlikes unalike” formal equality rubric.
What are widely regarded as the aforementioned “differences”–considered
ontological essences or natural statuses rather than epistemic and imposed ascribed attributions–actually are socially determined, largely by inequality itself. The idea that sex differences are natural, their consequences biologically inevitable, is a social idea. Apart from that, men are just as “different” from women as women are from men, yet are not treated as lesser beings on that basis. In
other words, whatever their origins, such differences as exist between the sexes
are equal. It is the attributed treatment, status, regard, worth, credibility, power
that is unequal, meaning ranked more and less. Those consequences are indisputably socially determined. The standard for comparison–who or what one needs
to be the same as in order to be considered an equal, hence potentially deprived
of equality when disadvantaged–is the top of existing social hierarchies. Put another way, the conventional equality approach imposes and privileges elite, white,
Western, upper-class masculinity by making them the standards that equality
claimants must meet, thereby building male dominance and white supremacy,
among other structural hierarchies, into formal equality’s calculus.10
The Aristotelian approach thus obscures the fact that, within it, the opposite
of equality, the essence of inequality, is not difference, but hierarchy. The true inequality calculus is not one of sameness and difference, but of dominance and
subordination. Once sameness and difference is unmasked as a neutral cover for
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dominance and subordination, and social inequality is grasped as a hierarchy rather than an expression of “difference”–actually a creator of what is called “difference”–imposing differences and their perception, the assumption that some
groups are inherently inferior, others innately superior–essentialism or natural
hierarchy–is revealed as built into formal equality. The supposed tool for dismantling inequality is exposed as constructing and reinforcing it.
Substantive equality, based on recognition of the human equality of groups
historically kept socially unequal, has arisen as an alternative.11 First recognized
in Canadian law, now influencing much of the world, this analysis defines inequality not in terms of sameness and difference, but in terms of historic group
disadvantage based on concrete grounds that include sex, race, religion, nationality, disability, and age. Its purpose is to produce social equality.12 Hierarchy is its
central dynamic. There is no magic in the word “hierarchy,” although it does seem
to break through a lot of privileged ignorance and denial. A hierarchy has to be
systemic, cumulative, and structural to function as the core dynamic of substantive inequality, grounded in concrete social bases. All this is relative to concrete
evidence, which courts can assess. And, obviously, a hierarchy has to be vertical, a
top-down arrangement, to be discriminatory in the substantive sense.

I

n this picture, sexual harassment law in the United States is notable for operating under the aegis of formal equality but building in substantive inequality
awareness, carving itself out as something of an exception to some of formal
equality’s more limiting legal doctrines. Instead of seeing sexual harassment–the
imposition of unwanted sexual attention and pressure on a person who is not in
a position to refuse it–as part of the natural order of things, sexual harassment
law sees it as discrimination on the basis of sex, a civil and human rights violation.
When women are sexually aggressed against, it exposes their position not as one
of feminine “difference,” but as inequality based on sex and gender, persistently together with race and often age and disability in particular. Sexual harassment
law, in which all the breakthrough cases were initiated by Black women plaintiffs,
has always been intersectional on the level of its facts,13 and is moving increasingly to being intersectional on the level of its doctrine as well.14 The legal claim has
proven capable of reaching social as well as institutional hierarchies. It implicitly grasps that the central impetus driving the practice is the imposition of a subordinate position within a sexualized social hierarchy of status, regard, reward, dignity, and power.
Sexual harassment law, for the first time in equality law (so far as I know, in
law at all) addresses the core substance of the inequality of sex: hierarchically imposed sexuality.15 Unequal sexuality is the substance of the substantive inequality recognized in this area. If a behavior covered by sexual harassment law that is
claimed as unwelcome and damaging is sexual, it is widely and increasingly un149 (1) Winter 2020
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derstood by U.S. courts to be gendered, hence potentially discriminatory on the
basis of sex.16 Before sexual harassment was recognized as a gender-based legal
claim, gender harassment was understood as an expression of sex-based inequality, but sexually abusive acts had never been recognized as based on anything, far
less as legally unequal. Sexual harassment law changed that.17
The hierarchy recognized in U.S. sexual harassment law can be in employment, as between boss and worker, or in education, as between teacher and student, because sexual harassment is statutorily prohibited in those contexts. Or,
the hierarchy in those settings can be gender itself, as between coworkers in workplaces18 or students on campuses.19 Sometimes reverse formal but consistent social hierarchies, such as lower-level men workers harassing women managers or
men students sexually harassing women teachers, are recognized as well. The understanding of sexual abuse as hierarchically based on sex is predicated upon, but
not confined to, heterosexual interactions involving men over women, the dominant socially imposed sexual model. Same-sex sexual harassment, without regard
to the sexual orientation of the parties, has been recognized as potentially sexbased discrimination as well.20
What makes the law against sexual harassment transformative, apart from the
extent to which it grasps inequality as hierarchy and imposed sexuality as based
on gender often combined with race and ethnicity, is the fact that it provides a legal claim for the vicious social imperative to exchange sex for survival, or its possibility, whether or not the survival turns out to be real. This unchosen exchange
characterizes much of the substance of women’s inequality worldwide. In other
words, in its fundamental dynamics, sexual harassment, which requires the delivery of sex as the price for women’s material survival, turns otherwise real work
into a form of prostitution, the floor of women’s unequal condition. Women and
girls enter prostitution as a consequence of options precluded or stolen, as a result
of a lack of alternatives, making consent to it, or choice of it, fraudulent and illusory, just as sexual harassment is unchosen.21 Women who supposedly have human
rights, including equality rights in employment and education, are reduced to this
same floor of women’s status when tolerance of sexual harassment with impunity–or sexual delivery in any form, from objectification to rape–becomes a requirement of participation in the paid labor force or material survival in any form.
This includes paid housework, where it is widespread, and educational or career
advancement, where it is rife.22
If requiring sexual use as the price of survival violates equality rights when combined with a real job or other entitlement, they are certainly violated when it is the
only thing for which a woman is valued. Yet buying a person for sexual use is not
effectively illegal; certainly it is not seen as a violation of equality rights in most
places. The only difference between sexually harassed women and prostituted
women is the social class, or class image, of many of the women affected. A sub216
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stantive equality approach to prostitution, as embodied in the abolitionist Nordic Model, extends the core sexual harassment concept to the decriminalization of
anyone being bought and sold for sex, and penalizes sellers (pimps and sex traffickers) and, most importantly, buyers, disproportionately white and upper-class men,
whose demand drives the sex industry. Because it lowers the status of the privileged and raises that of the disempowered, it is also termed the Equality Model.

J

urisdictions and authorities around the world are pioneering recognitions of
substantive equality in various areas of violence against women. Under the
European Convention on Human Rights, a new sex equality jurisprudence is
developing with specific application to rape and, most stunningly, to domestic violence.23 In international criminal law, substantive sex equality concepts are fielded in prosecutions for gender crime, including in the ad hoc tribunals for genocidal rape24 and in the International Criminal Court’s (ICC) statute25 and in a case for
recruitment and use of child soldiers,26 bringing together equality concepts from
human rights with the prohibitions of international criminal and humanitarian
law. In the prostitution and sex trafficking field, one of the fastest and most promising areas of law moving toward equality around the globe, Sweden’s criminalization of sex purchasers and pimps and decriminalization of prostituted people,
is, in effect and in legislative introduction, a substantive sex equality law.27 It has
been adopted in various forms in Norway, Iceland, the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Canada, France, and Israel.
Perhaps the most striking illustration of the contrast between formal and substantive equality analysis in the constitutional domain can be found in South Africa’s decision in Jordan v. State, in which the dissent argued that criminalizing prostituted people and not criminalizing their customers constituted unfair discrimination on the basis of sex.28 The Palermo Protocol to the Transnational Organized
Crime Convention, defining sex trafficking to include sexual exploitation through
“abuse of power or position of vulnerability,” as well as through force, fraud, and
coercion, is also a de facto substantive equality law.29 The UN Secretary-General’s
Report of 2006 recognized sexual violence explicitly as a form of gender-based inequality, as did the dual resolutions on the same day in 2013, one by the Committee
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the other by the
Security Council, converging human rights with humanitarian law, both recognizing gender-based violence as at once a substantive form of sex inequality and a
threat to international peace and security.30 Appropriately, it is principally in the
law of sex-based abuse that the substantive equality action is.
Where sexual harassment law is recognized as an equality claim, where women are guaranteed equality rights, many social sectors and organizational entities
are beginning to recognize an obligation to foster environments free from sexual
objectification, pressure, or aggression, to welcome rather than punish reporting
149 (1) Winter 2020
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of sexual abuse, to encourage accountability not impunity for individuals or institutions that engage in or enable it, and to operate on rules of excellence and inclusion rather than hierarchy and fear. These apprehensions and standards are driving the #MeToo movement, and with it women’s (and some men’s) rejection of
prostitution’s standards for their lives. Together they begin to embody what a real
change toward equality for women could look like. An Equal Rights Amendment,
interpreted to promote substantive equality, parallel to the vital international recognitions mentioned, is the one domestic legal change that could impel these advances on a scale that approaches the need and call for them.31
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